
Verb Review III: Indirect Objects, More Verbs, Reflexives 
 

Más verbos regulares en -ar 
bajar  to go down, to lower 
cansar  to tire, get tired 
cantar  to sing 
celebrar  to celebrate 
cocinar  to cook 
contestar  to answer 
desear  to want (in customer 

service context) 
descansar  to rest 
dibujar  to draw  

enviar*  to send 
esperar  to wait, to hope  
esquiar*  to ski 
enseñar  to teach 
explicar**  to explain 
ganar  to win 
llamar  to call 
llegar**  to arrive 
llevar  to carry, take with you, wear 
nadar  to swim  

pagar**  to pay 
preparar  to prepare 
presentar  to introduce 
patinar  to skate, skateboard 
repasar  to review 
quemar  to burn 
tomar  to take, drink, eat 
terminar  to finish, to end 
tirar  to throw, to shoot 
viajar  to travel 

*in present, use an accent mark over the i to keep stress in stem, except nosotros 
**in past, use qu to maintain hard c sound, or gu to maintain hard g sound 

Más verbos regulares en -er/-ir   
beber  to drink 
aprender  to learn 
hacer ejercicio  to exercise 
deber  to owe (followed by infinitive, ought) 
prometer  to promise 
responder  to respond 
vender  to sell 

abrir  to open 
meter  to insert, to put something into something 
compartir  to share 
decidir  to decide 
ocurrir  to occur 
recibir  to receive 
subir  to go up, to raise 

 
-zco verbs: these verbs work like conocer; irregular in the yo form only. 

traducir  to translate  (traduzco) 
ofrecer  to offer   (ofrezco) 
conducir  to drive   (conduzco) 

producir  to produce   (produzco) 
parecer  to seem   (parezco) 
conocer  to know (a person or place)  (conozco) 

 
e>i stem-changers: change the stressed vowel in the stem to i. 

vestir  to dress 
pedir  to request, order 
repetir  to repeat 
competir  to compete 

servir  to serve 
seguir  to follow, to continue 
conseguir  to receive, acquire, get 
      (conjugates like seguir) 

 
 
Indirect Object Pronouns 

To find the indirect object in any sentence, ask “to whom? or “for whom?” after the verb. 
The pronouns are the same as direct objects, but with le instead of lo, la, and les in place of los, las. 
You already know where to put the pronouns—in the same place as the direct object pronouns. 
You should already know that le means “to/for him/her”, and that les is “to/for them”. The phrase “le dijo” 

should sound very familiar: “said to him/her”. le is “to him/her”.  
We don’t always state “to” or “for” in English, as in “I bought her a ring.” We’re really saying “I bought a ring 

for her. Ring is the direct object, which answers “who? or what?” after the verb! 
 

These verbs often have indirect objects used with them. The first four are the only new verbs. 
mandar  to send 
tirar  to throw 
dibujar  to draw  
prometer  to promise 
hacer  to make, to do 
traer  to bring 

vender  to sell 
comprar  to buy 
pasar  to pass 
decir  to say, to tell 
dar  to give 
escribir  to write 

 

 
 
 

Indirect Object Pronouns (to whom, for whom after verb) 
me: to/for me 
te: to/for you 
le: to/for it, him, her, 

you (formal) 
se: to/for itself, himself, 

herself 
 

nos: to/for us 
 
les: to/for them,  
      to/for you all (formal) 
se: to/for themselves, 

yourselves 

 

Conjugating seguir  
sigo 
sigues 
sigue 

seguimos 
 
siguen 

 

since i’s and e’s soften g’s and c’s, a u is placed between 
the g and the i or e to preserve the hard g sound. 



Backward Verbs (see list in box below) 
I call these verbs “backward verbs” because from an English speaker’s point of view, they’re backwards. We 

have already discussed the fact that in Spanish, it’s impossible to say “I like tacos.” Instead, we say “Tacos please 
me”. Notice that in English, the subject (the person or thing doing the action) is “I”—I like tacos. In Spanish, it 
seems backwards. The subject is “tacos”—Tacos please me. This is expressed: Me gustan los tacos. 

In these sentences, you can’t think like English—you have to understand what the subject is in the 
Spanish sentence. If you understand that los tacos is the subject, it makes two things clear: 1.There’s no yo, 
because “I” is not the subject and, 2. gustan has -an on the end, because gustar has to be conjugated (like all verbs) 
with the subject “los tacos” (plural). Naturally, it requires the “they” form. 

There’s one other thing to notice: In Spanish, when talking about things in general, “the” (el, la, los, or las) is 
used. That’s why there’s a los in the sentence above. 

 

Backward Verb Examples: In each example, notice the “the”, and that the verb conjugates with the subject in 
the Spanish sentence. 

I like soup./Soup pleases (to) me. Me gusta la sopa.  We like soup./Soup pleases (to) us. Nos gusta la sopa. 
I love dogs./Dogs enchant (to) me.  Me encantan los perros.  He loves dogs. Le encantan los perros. 
Languages bore (to) me. Me aburren las lenguas. Languages bore (to) him. Le aburren las lenguas. 
My stomach hurts./The stomach hurts (to) me.  Me duele el estómago. 
My feet hurt./The feet hurt (to) me.   Me duelen los pies. 
You’re interested in volleyball./Volleyball interests (to) you.  Te interesa el voleibol, 
I like them (as friends)./They fall on me well.  Me caen bien.  
She likes me (romantically)./I please her.  Le gusto. 
His scissors are missing./The scissors are missing to him. Le faltan las tijeras. 
The shirt fits him well./The shirt stays well on him. Le queda bien la camisa or La camisa le queda bien. 
 

To clarify: 
She (or he) is interested in volleyball/Volleyball interests (to) her (or him) Le interesa el voleibol. 
Adriana is interested in volleyball./Volleyball interests (to) Adriana.  A Adriana le interesa el voleibol. 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Reflexives: You already know how to do these, they just look different. Sort of. Read below. 
La rutina diaria 
despertarse (e-ie)  to wake up 
levantarse  to get up 
cepillarse los dientes/el pelo  to brush 

one’s self the teeth/hair  
peinarse  to comb oneself 
lavarse (las manos, la cara, etc.) to wash 

one’s self the ______ 
ducharse  to take a shower 
bañarse  to take a bath 
secarse  to dry off 

 

 
maquillarse  to put makeup on oneself 
ponerse article of clothing  to put on ___ 
vestirse (e-i)  to get dressed 
sentarse (e-ie)  to sit down 
arreglarse  to arrange oneself (to get ready) 
irse  to leave or get out of a place 
cansarse  to tire oneself (to get tired) 
quitarse (ropa) to remove (art. of clothing) 
acostarse (o-ue) to go to bed 
dormirse (o-ue)   to fall asleep 

 

More Reflexives 
probarse  to try-on 
enojarse  to become angry 
preocuparse (por)  to worry (about) 
divertirse (e-i)  to divert oneself (to have fun) 
despedirse (e-i) (de) to dismiss oneself from 
ponerse emotion  to become ___  
quedarse  to stay, to remain 
acordarse (o-ue) de  to remember 
enamorarse (de) to fall in love (with) 
casarse (con) to house oneself (marry) with 

 
Why is there a se on the reflexives? To show you that you’ll always use a pronoun that matches the subject. It may not be se; se 

stands for all of the possible pronouns. 
Why is the se stuck on the end? Because pronouns go on the end of infinitives, and infinitives are what you find on vocab lists. 
How can you “sleep yourself”, or “go yourself”? You can’t—it won’t make sense to an English speaker why you use pronouns 

with these. Just do it! 
 

The important thing to remember about using reflexive verbs is that they are really no different from the verbs we’ve been using! 
Reflexive just means that your partner pointed to the same person twice! You’ll conjugate them the same, and they’ll use the same 
pronouns. 

Backward Verbs  
aburrir    to bore 
gustar   to please  
interesar    to interest 

 

molestar   to bother  
importar  to matter 
caer bien  to fall well 

faltar  to be missing,   lacking 
encantar   to enchant 
doler (ue)  to hurt 
 

fascinar   to fascinate 
quedar    to fit 
 

 


